Introduction
Electrical impedance tomography (EIT) is a high-speed, non-destructive and non-invasive imaging technique that has applications in several fields that include medical imaging, industrial process tomography and geophysical surveying. Traditionally in EIT, current stimulations and voltage measurements are carried out using equally spaced electrodes on the surface of the object (i.e. sample with inclusions of interest) [1, 2] . Based on these measurements, an image is reconstructed that represents the conductivity distribution of the object. The major advantages of EIT are high temporal resolution and that no ionizing radiation is applied as, for example, in x-ray computed tomography. The main drawback of EIT is its relatively poor spatial resolution. One approach to enhance spatial resolution is to use rotational EIT (rEIT), a method that increases the number of independent measurements [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .
EIT is a functional imaging method that could become a valuable tool in multimodal applications [8] [9] [10] [11] . The combination of EIT and a structural imaging method, such as ultrasonic imaging, could provide robust diagnostic or research tools. One challenge in simultaneous multimodal imaging is that in typical settings the EIT electrodes cover a large portion of the object surface, and therefore the area left for other sensors is very limited.
To attain new applications for multimodal EIT with good spatial resolution, we propose a rEIT setup where stationary electrodes span a limited angle near to the object surface and measurements are acquired along 360° (asymmetric electrode configurations) or 180° (symmetric electrode configurations) rotation of the object. We call this approach limited angle full revolution rotational EIT (LAFR-rEIT). Figure 1 illustrates one scheme of a LAFR-rEIT setup, where electrodes cover less than half of the object surface and additional measurements are possible at the sides that are free from EIT electrodes. This particular configuration will allow multimodal measurements as, for example, the combination of other tomographic methods with rEIT.
Previously presented rEIT setups have applied electrode arrays that are evenly distributed around the circumference of the object. Rotating this kind of electrode array only increases the acquired independent data within rotation angles smaller than the distance between the centres of the neighbouring electrodes. For example, in a conventional 16-electrode setup, rEIT measurements are obtained within 22.5° rotation. LAFR-rEIT, on the other hand, is expected to benefit from measurements within full 360° or 180° rotation. In addition, LAFR-rEIT enables relatively simple instrumentation due to the small number of electrodes.
LAFR-rEIT could be used to image objects that can be rotated while the electrodes remain at rest, or vice versa. We present a case where the object is rotated in conductive aqueous solution, as is shown in figure 1. Such setups are relevant in applications where EIT is used for imaging specimens of materials and/or structures, e.g. for non-destructive testing of concrete [12] and biological samples [13] .
The purpose of this paper is to introduce LAFR-rEIT approach and to study whether it could provide image quality comparable with 16-electrode rEIT. The efficacy of LAFR-rEIT is evaluated in both computational models (sections 2.3 and 3) and experimental measurements on two-dimensional (2D) phantoms (sections 2.4 and 4). We anticipate this work will open new possibilities for high-quality multimodal imaging of material specimens.
Methods

Image reconstruction
This section presents the mathematical model for a rEIT setup. Using the model, the number and placement of the electrodes and the number of rotational measurement positions can be chosen arbitrarily.
Let σ ∈ Ω mark the conductivity distribution inside a given object Ω. For each measurement position k and rotated object Ω k , we have a conductivity distribution σ k ∈ Ω k in the rotated coordinates. The model used for measurement V k using the complete electrode model is given in [14] and is of the form:
where U is the forward model and n k is a noise term. We modelled the rotation of the coordinates in kth position using a linear mapping M k so that for conductivity distribution σ ∈ Ω in initial position, the rotated coordinates are given by Ω k = M k Ω and σ k = M k σ. We assume that σ does not change during the rotation. For a finite element approximation Ω = (e i ), mapping M k = (w i,j ) k is a weight matrix. Each weight w i,j is the area of intersection of e j and e i , where e i is rotated for the measurement angle α k . Rotation is illustrated in figure 2 .
For a set of m measurements V k (k ∈ [1, m] ⊂ N) with rotational measurement positions within α k ∈ [0, 2π], the forward EIT model was written in stacked form as follows: 
We adapted the rEIT to the framework of linearised difference imaging. In difference imaging, EIT measurements (here, corresponding to m rotational measurement positions) of a temporally varying object are performed before and after the change in two stages. It should be noted that here this change is expected to be slow. Therefore the above assumption/ approximation of the conductivity being non-varying during each set of rEIT measurements is valid. The conductivity distribution of the object is denoted before and after the change by σ (1) and σ (2) , respectively, and the corresponding EIT measurements by V (1) r and V (2) r . To reconstruct the change of the conductivity ∆σ = σ (2) − σ (1) on the basis of difference data ∆V r = V
r , the mapping U r (σ) was linearized by writing the first order Taylor approximation:
Here, σ 0 is a linearization point and J r denotes the Jacobian matrix of U r (σ) at σ 0 .
where J r and J, respectively, denote the Jacobian matrices of U r (σ) and U(σ) at σ 0 . Using the approximation (4) for both measurement sets V (1) r and V (2) r , the observation model (3) can be expressed in terms of differences as in the following:
where ∆n r = n (2) r − n (1) r is the difference between the noise realisations n (1) r and n (2) r . Due to the ill-posedness of the EIT inverse problem, the reconstruction of ∆σ requires regularisation. Here, we used the Tikhonov regularised solution:
where L is a smoothness promoting regularisation matrix defined as a discrete second order differential operator, and α is a regularisation parameter [15] .
Stimulation and measurement patterns
In EIT, it is preferable to have measurements both through the object (opposite electrodes) and near the surface of the object (adjacent electrodes). Based on the lead field theory [16] , the sensitivity of a tetrapolar measurement can be calculated as a dot product of two current density vector fields. These fields are formed by feeding current to the current feeding electrodes, and reciprocally to the voltage measurement electrodes. This theory has been applied to design novel impedance measurement patterns for whole body EIT, tissue engineered systems and single cell measurements [17] [18] [19] [20] . Figure 3 illustrates the sensitivity fields calculated for two different tetrapolar measurements in a LAFR-rEIT setup. These finite element simulations were carried out in Comsol Multiphysics v5.2a. The object was assumed to be homogeneous with conductivity of 0.22 S m −1 and relative permittivity of 80. A current of 3 mA was consecutively applied between electrode pairs. The pattern using opposing electrodes had high sensitivity close to the electrodes and in the centre of the object. The pattern using four adjacent electrodes had high sensitivity close to the electrodes, but low sensitivity elsewhere.
To maximise the information obtained by the limited number of electrodes in LAFR-rEIT, we chose to use all the available tetrapolar combinations for each electrode configuration. In this way, we were able to obtain patterns that were both sensitive in the centre of the object and also sensitive at the edges. The rotation of the object allowed it to be measured from different angles, and thus the whole object was covered.
Numerical analysis
A numerical comparison of LAFR-rEIT using electrodes with limited angular coverage but full rotation, and a rotational 16-electrode model with full angular coverage electrodes but limited rotation was carried out. Full rotation is considered here to be 180° for LAFR-rEIT electrode configurations that are symmetrical to rotation after 180° and 360° for non-symmetrical electrode configurations. The 16-electrode model followed previous publications, for example [4] , and shown in figure 4(a).
LAFR-rEIT electrode configurations followed two different approaches: the electrodes were placed either in two sets on opposite halves of the object, or in one set covering about half of the object surface. Both approaches allow measurements that are sensitive close to surface and through the object. For the 16-electrode model, data were simulated by rotating the object in an angular range
where N is the number of rotational measurement positions. Outside this range the measurements become repeated due to symmetry. We studied the conventional single measurement position without rotation, and then rotational cases with 2, 3 and 6 measurement positions equally distributed within the mentioned range.
With the electrode configuration OPP4, data was simulated up to 256 measurement positions within 180° rotation. The other symmetric configurations, OPP2 and OPP3, were simulated with 32 rotational measurement positions in the same range. For asymmetric electrode configurations HALF4, HALF6, HALF8 and OPP4 + 2, data was simulated with 64 measurement positions in 360° rotation.
In all of the simulated data points V ∈ R n , the additive noise of two components was included yielding noisy data V noisy ∈ R n : The first component is proportional to the maximum measured amplitude and the second component is proportional to each measurement. The vectors p 1 , p 2 ∈ [−1, 1] n were random numbers with uniform distribution.
Experimental analysis
An experimental setup was used to test the feasibility of the LAFR-rEIT approach. The setup included a rotated object and OPP4 electrode configuration that was also numerically simulated as described above. An overview of the experimental setup is shown in figure 5 . We used cylindrical shaped phantoms made of gelatine as a scaffold into which resistive inclusions were inserted. The phantoms were placed on a 3D printed platform (Polylactic acid) that was manually rotated. The phantoms and the platform were surrounded by an aqueous solution to preserve the structure of the object during its rotation and to ensure good electrical contact. The gelatine scaffold for the phantoms was prepared from uncoloured 9.1% w/w Gelatine Powder (Dr.Oetker), 90.8% w/w tap water and 0.1% w/w sodium chloride (Maldon Sea Salt Flakes, Maldon Crystal Salt Co.). First, the gelatine powder was hydrated in cold tap water for 10 min. The mixture was then heated up to 74 °C and sodium chloride was added. The solution was then poured into a silicon mould (25 cm in diameter) and cooled in a refrigerator for 7 h for gelation. Prior to the measurements, the gelatine was stabilised at room temperature for about 9 h.
The tank was first filled with an aqueous solution (0.1% w/w sodium chloride and tap water) with a conductivity of 2.2 mS cm −1 . The gelatine, with a conductivity of 2.4 mS cm −1 , was placed on the rotation platform. The gelatine and platform were positioned in the middle of the tank (28 cm in diameter) and the height of the aqueous solution was adjusted to a height of 1 mm above the electrodes. After 30 min of stabilising the gelatine in the aqueous solution, the measurements were started.
Eight thin rectangular electrodes (25 mm × 45 mm) were attached to the inner surface of the tank. The measurements were conducted with the well-established KIT4 device presented in [21] . A sinusoidal 10 kHz 3.2 mA electrical current was used.
Three experimental phantoms were studied. In the first experimental case, we inserted a 50 mm diameter plastic tube into the gelatine. In the second case, we added a 29 mm diameter tube next to the tube in the case (1) . In the third case, we replaced gelatine with one of the same composition and inserted two inclusions (50 mm and 29 mm in diameter) into opposite sides of it. The three cases are shown in photographs in figure 10 . Prior to adding any tubes, both gelatine scaffolds (as in figure 5 ) were measured to obtain reference data for difference reconstruction.
The outer part of the measurement tank was marked with 32 equal length sectors over 180°. The sectors were used in combination with the stick in the rotation platform to allow correct rotation angles during the measurements. The data for all cases were acquired every 5.625° throughout the 180° rotation, leading to a total of 32 rotational measurement positions. The data were used to reconstruct the images with 1, 4, 16 and 32 positions by choosing only the first, every eighth, every second or all rotational measurement positions, respectively. In the reconstructions, we assumed the electrodes to be so thin that they can be modelled to be on the circumference of the region.
EIDORS implementation of forward and inverse solver
We implemented the required modifications into EIDORS [22] functions to solve the forward and inverse problem of the rotational setting. These functions are provided in the supplementary material (stacks.iop.org/MST/29/025401/mmedia). All computations were performed using MATLAB R2014a or newer (The MathWorks, Inc.).
A Laplacian prior was used in the regularisation with a hyperparameter value of 0.08. The hyperparameter was empirically chosen. In the simulation studies, the reconstructions were computed using meshes that were coarser than those used for simulating the data to avoid inverse crime. In all simulations and experimental reconstructions, we used the EIDORS complete electrode model with an electrode impedance of z = 0.01.
Results of the numerical analysis
The LAFR-rEIT electrode configurations (presented in section 2.3) were numerically analysed with the phantom with two inclusions. To show the performance of LAFR-rEIT as a function of number of rotational measurement positions, we present reconstructions using OPP4 configuration from single (no rotation) up to 256 rotational measurement positions in 180° rotation, presented in figure 6. As was expected, when the object was not rotated, the quality of the reconstruction was very poor: only the larger inclusion was seen and the reconstruction resolution was inadequate. However, when the number of rotational measurement positions was increased, the shape and location of the larger inclusion was improved. Moreover, when the number of measurement positions was increased to 32, the smaller inclusion was also detected by LAFR-rEIT. Increasing the number of positions from 32 further improved the reconstruction. Although, this improvement was rather small after 64 positions, as seen in the reconstruction conductivity profiles along the inclusions in figure 6 .
A 16-electrode configuration was analysed from 1 to 6 rotational measurement positions, as is shown in figure 7 , for comparison to previous rEIT approaches. Small improvements in accuracy were also achieved in the 16-electrode model by increasing the amount of data through rotation.
The feasibility of additional LAFR-rEIT electrode configurations OPP2, OPP3, OPP4 + 2, HALF4, HALF6 and HALF8 are shown in figure 8 . Symmetrical configurations OPP2 and OPP3 were reconstructed from simulated data with 32 rotational measurement positions in 180° rotation and asymmetrical OPP4 + 2, HALF4, HALF6 and HALF8 from data with 64 rotational measurement positions in 360° rotation. Thus, angular difference between rotational measurement positions was the same in all cases. It is obvious from the reconstructions that accuracy was increased as the number of electrodes was increased. Configurations OPP4 + 2 and HALF8 found both inclusions, whereas in others the smaller is totally or almost invisible.
Visually, reconstructions with the 16-electrode model in figure 7 compared with the eight electrode LAFR-rEIT setups OPP4 (figure 6) and HALF8 (figure 8(f)) are very close to each other, when at least 32 (OPP4) or 64 (HALF8) rotational measurement positions were used. The plotted conductivity profiles through both inclusions in figure 9 support this observation, as the profiles differed only slightly in the conductivity of the larger inclusion and followed each other closely elsewhere.
Results of the experimental analysis
We studied LAFR-rEIT experimentally using the OPP4 electrode configuration and three phantoms. The reconstructions were obtained using data from 1, 4, 16 and 32 rotational measurement positions in 180° rotation. The pictures and corresponding reconstructions in difference mode are shown in figure 10 . In addition, the conductivity profiles along a line through the centres of the inclusions are shown for each case.
As was expected, and already seen in the simulated studies, a single measurement (without rotation) with OPP4 configuration did not provide enough information for good quality reconstruction. Then inclusions were only visible if they were close to the electrodes, as in case (3). By increasing the amount of data through rotation, most of the inclusions were detected by LAFR-rEIT already with 4 rotational measurement positions. Image accuracy and contrast were further improved as rotational measurement positions were increased, as can be seen visually and in the conductivity profiles. 
Discussion
In this work, we have presented a new approach to rEIT where the angular span of the electrodes over the surface of the object is limited. The main motivation for the development of limited angle full revolution rotational EIT (LAFR-rEIT) was to enable multimodal imaging. Traditionally electrodes span over the object surface completely, and therefore the attachment of other measurement devices simultaneously is difficult. The simulated and experimental analysis results prove the potential of the approach in solving this problem.
In addition to demonstrating the LAFR-rEIT, we have developed functionality for the open source EIDORS package that solves the forward and inverse problems of EIT in the presented rotational setting. The developed functions are applicable to any feasible electrode configuration. In previous approaches on rEIT [4] , additional electrodes have been added to model the rotation of the object. Another option is to rotate the nodes of the finite element mesh and change the nodes of the electrodes to correspond with the rotation. This approach has been noted to work well [7] . However, in the worst case when using several rotational measurement positions, amount of boundary nodes explodes if each electrode requires separate nodes for each rotational coordinate. In this study, rotation was taken into account using a mapping matrix that describes rotation in a more realistic manner and models only the actual electrodes with controlled amount of boundary nodes. Also, rotation inside an already constructed finite element mesh preserves the electrode structure. Our EIDORS codes are provided in the supplementary material.
According to 2D numerical analysis, the eight electrode configurations OPP4 and HALF8 are the most promising ones in LAFR-rEIT. However, we note that the optimal setup depends on a variety of factors, including the geometry of the measured specimen. With the presented inversion model, using measurement data from 32 (OPP4) or 64 (HALF8) rotational measurement positions, reconstructions of conductivity change distributions are very similar compared to the reconstructions based on the 16-electrode rEIT with full surface coverage.
We found that rotational data from 32 to 64 measurement positions is a 'sweet spot' in terms of accuracy and computing time for eight electrode LAFR-rEIT using configurations OPP4 and HALF8. Reconstruction quality still benefits significantly from the additional data and computing time is in the order of minutes. LAFR-rEIT reconstruction from 128 and 256 rotational measurement positions was impossible to compute using a 8 Gb RAM computer. If memory is available, computing times are in the order of one to a few hours and the increase in accuracy achieved is relatively small. The issue with memory is due to full matrix operations in current implementation of the rotation. The eventual saturation of reconstruction quality is in accordance with previous 16-electrode rEIT studies [4, 7] .
The feasibility of LAFR-rEIT was also verified with experimental measurements using OPP4 configuration. Resistive inclusions in the gelatine phantoms were detected using only 4 rotational measurement positions, but accuracy and contrast were significantly enhanced when measurement positions were increased up to 32 that was a feasible amount of rotations when done manually.
The amount of data acquired depends on the used stimulation and measurement pattern, the number of electrodes and the rotational measurement positions used. Using all tetrapolar combinations possible with eight electrodes and 64 measurement positions, results in 64 · 28 · 15 = 26 880 independent measurements (28 different current injections and 15 measuring electrode pairs). Using all tetrapolar combinations possible with 16 electrodes and 6 measurement positions, results in 6 · 120 · 91 = 65 520 independent measurements (120 injections and 91 measuring pairs). However, many of the tetrapolar measurements have low sensitivity. For example, in a conventional 16-electrode configuration, when current is injected between electrodes 1 and 2, most of the pairwise voltage measurements have low sensitivity. Hence, the amount of significant data is of the same order between 8-electrode LAFR-rEIT and 16-electrode rEIT, which justifies the comparable quality of the reconstructions in line with the lead field theory. Rotational mapping M produces small local variations between neighbouring elements of the finite element mesh, as can be seen in figure 2 . This is one limiting factor on the resolution of our method with a high number of rotational measurement positions. The advantage of the method is, however, the flexibility in accepting any configuration of electrodes and number of rotational measurement positions. By restricting these flexibilities, optimisation of the mapping may be possible for that specific application.
Other than numerical improvements, further interesting research includes whether other limited angle electrode configurations are feasible. This choice depends heavily on the needs of the multimodal instrumentation. Configurations can be studied in terms of the number and placement of the electrodes [23] as well as in terms of their size compared with the object size.
Conclusion
In this paper we introduced a novel approach to rEIT, where eight electrodes were distributed unevenly covering only half the surface of the object. In LAFR-rEIT, the object is rotated for 180° or 360°, depending on the electrode configuration, in aqueous solution, and several measurements are taken in different rotational positions to acquire information from all parts the object. The conductivity change distribution is then reconstructed using novel finite element mesh modification that is available for EIDORS package.
We show here that LAFR-rEIT works using both simulated and experimental measurements and that LAFR-rEIT reconstructions are of the same quality as in previously published results of 16-electrode rEIT. The LAFR-rEIT approach offers new possibilities for multimodal imaging as it enables attaching other sensors simultaneously with EIT. The method is promising for biomedical imaging but also in other fields, such as non-destructive industrial process imaging.
